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By: Henri Brownell

Pretender with RST
and General Atomics, our
booth was a smash hit. People
flocked to our space to see
what we do and how we can
help. Many questions regard-

KEVIN DELIVERS SPEECH

Tokyo Japan 2011, RISCON
is the largest convention dedicated to risk and disaster management in Japan. This is the
gathering of major players for
defense, disaster relief, and

other parties that handle any
and all catastrophes that can
happen in Japan and in other
neighboring countries as well.
This year, PowerPlus was
asked to give a lecture regarding nuclear crisis management
and re-mediation. While in Japan we also gave an outstanding performance to specific
governing bodies that play key
roles in Japan’s care.

ing radiation were asked and
people were shocked as they
learned about how it affects
the area that they stood in.
Sadly, even as exciting as the
convention bustling seemed,
it was also a reminder of how
many people were being affected in such a short time.
We generated a lot of interest
which resulted in many leads.
This has given us confidence,

knowing, that we will be working hard in the next few weeks.
Kevin Wang, president and
founder of PowerPlus, delivered a speech during RISCON
to a group of highly motivated
and important officials. Each
of the group attendee’s eyes
and ears, along with many
that were standing around the
perimeter of the lectures hall,
were intently fixed on Kevin as
he talked about how PowerPlus can help serve the country of Japan and bring an end
to their crisis. Immediately after the lecture ended, a flood
of questions were asked about
specifics and scheduling. This
comes as a shock as normal
Japanese protocol would have
them ask such questions in
private at a later time.
Our technology is always under development and always
on the cutting edge! As a leader in Nuclear Abatement, we
try our best to educate our clients and warn them of possible
harmful effects of their actions
and inactions alike. However,
it was just not enough. Scraping, the act of cutting into the
ground and removing the ra-
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BOOTH ACTIVITY WAS ENCOURAGING
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diated material and storing it
elsewhere, is a damaging and
costly method of dealing with
radioactive material. It costs
money to rebuild, and the effects on the environment are
staggering. The radiation inevitably leaks into the soil and
water supplies rapidly spreading the contamination. The
results can lead to a situation
where the land is in no better
or potentially worse condition
than before they started. This
is, unfortunately, where much
of the land of Fukushima finds
itself in. Having scrapped tons
of land, they need to now
handle tons of material which
can not be shipped elsewhere. PowerPlus is leading
the charge with developing
a machine that incorporates
our latest proven decontamination technology on a large
scale that will allow us to clean
all the contaminated soil and
rubble left infecting the land.

So far, we are waiting to hear slight twists to accommodate
on what level they wish to pro- the particulars of this new ash
material.
ceed, and we will deliver.
Another disaster in the making
is the practice of burning the
waste material thinking that
the heat will destroy the radiation. Unfortunately, it does not
work that way! What ultimately
winds up occurring is the rerelease of radioactive contaminants into the air that settles
again and adds to the already
contaminated areas surrounding the plants and or wherever
the winds carry the particles.
It also contaminates the lungs
of anyone unfortunate enough
to breathe that same air. Suffice to say, we strongly encouraged them to cease and
desist, but we are not sure if
they have heeded to our warnings. In any event, we are also
working to solve that problem
as well, using the same new
technology with a couple of

Our results and abilities speak
for themselves and so does
our reputation it would seem.
While in Japan, PowerPlus
was asked to deliver a special
demonstration to a governing
office. We were met with a
very rigorous inspection and
identification verification. It
would seem that even a former
US President had underwent
similar treatment to obtain entrance into this particular location.
We met with top officials from
Japan for this demonstration
and delivered an outstanding
presentation. Even in the first
moments, the Japanese technicians who thought their area
was free of any radiation was
amazed when our team found
no less than 15 spots in their
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RESULTS
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Location
Initial (CPM)
Front Rubber seal driver's side upper
Front Rubber seal driver's side lower
Front Rubber seal passenger's side lower
Roof Right side rubber seal
Roof Leftt side rubber seal
Rear Hatch closed
Rear Hatch opened Upper left hand corner seal
Rear Hatch opened Upper right hand corner seal
Rear Hatch opened lower left hand ledge
Rear Hatch opened lower right hand ledge

immediate vicinity and were
able to remove the contamination making it a good area for
the real demonstration to happen. Our new technology has
brought huge advances and
even far surpassed our previous record breaking numbers.
We brought in a car that had
been towed in from deep within an affected area. The owner
had plans to scrap the vehicle
because it was unsafe to operate or store. His employees
and friends had apparently
also been pushing that he get
rid of the car, to which eventually, the reluctant owner conceded. Fortunately, PowerPlus

190
266
502
256
285
90
790
970
880
540

was there! We began treatment of the car with our new
techniques and ended up with
outstanding results. We were
able to completely restore the
vehicle to usable condition
and, as a bonus; all the yellowing that happens in headlights
was completely removed making them look new! The owner
was completely overwhelmed
and gave a testimonial and
rousing endorsement to a local TV crew outside.
During the day we met with
several officials and had a very
favorable meeting. It would
seem that they would like to

1st Decon (CPM) Final Decon (CPM)
160
30
180
32
170
32
140
60
170
70
50
32
270
32
170
30
180
35
170
70

put our equipment in different
parts of the country, and have
us teach them how to use that
equipment. Education is always the most important thing
you can have during any crisis. Power Plus is ready, willing, and able to equip, teach,
and perform with Japan. For
now we have entered into negotiations and are ramping up
to fill the coming orders.
As you can see, there is much
ground to be covered and time
is always a factor. Our hopes
are to finish negotiations and
get our teams there and working as fast as possible. As always, we stand ready to help
in any way we can.

GIVING IMPRESSIVE DEMONSTRATIONS
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